Maximum Entropy Bootstrap proposed by Vinod and Lacalle (2009) From statistical relationship, can easily be overwhelmed by computed forces far more powerful than the past statistical procedures. The study found the exact boundaries of an influence significant relationship indicated the reason to believe Maximum Entropy Bootstrap newer, wiser, and more powerful than conventional statistics are. The progress of Maximum Entropy Bootstrap through the past many years is quantitatively reviewed for the first time used with the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET). Probabilistic capability and coverage density function are both found to fix the problem especially the case of time series econometrics model estimation.
Introduction
The maximum entropy bootstrap is not requiring general property of time series analysis such as stationary, non-stationary and long-memory or short-memory. Moreover, this method was stratified both the ergodic theorem (grand mean of all ensemble is close to sample mean, Vinod and Lacalle (2009)) and the central limit theorem. Moreover, this method was employed to estimate the relation relationship between SET index of Thailand and stock price of Thailand's ICT group such as True Corporation Public Company Limited (True), Total Access Communication Public Company Limited (DTAC), and Advanced Info Service Public Company Limited (AIS). And also three companies listed in the Technology Industry Group, Information & Communication Technology (ICT) Sector. Now ICT Group Company in Thailand has a more important sector impact to Thai's economy. One thing to know how this group will play more important role in Thai's economy by observer their stock price movement in stock Exchange of Thailand.
Research Objective
To know the relationship between SET index of Thailand and stock price of Thailand's ICT group in during period of 2008-2012 by daily data.
Scope of this research
The daily data of both the SET index of Thailand and the stock price of Thailand's ICT group such as True 
The research framework and methodology

Maximum Entropy
The uncertainty of stochastic system is very difficult to estimate the econometrics model. The maximum entropy approach is one method to fix this problem especially the case of econometrics model estimation. This approach was first proposed by E.T. Jaynes since 1957. He has already explained this approach by two theories. The first theory from statistical mechanics and the second theory from information theory. The maximum entropy approach can be started from equation (1B). Based on Shannon entropy case (1951) was applied for random variables with continuous probability distribution function and it can be explained by (1B) again. And the maximum entropy bootstrap method can be found this method in Vinod, (2006).
Econometrics Model
The econometrics model was employed in this research is simple regression model. It can be written in equation (1A).
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The ln(Y) is the stock price of ICI in Thailand and the ln(X) is the set index of Thailand. In this research will focus on three stock prices in Thailand such as True , DTAC, and AIS Limited Company. The econometrics Model for True can be written in equation (2A). The econometrics Model for DTAC can be written in equation (3A). And the econometrics Model for AIS can be written in equation (4A). From the table (1b) shown that the set index of Thailand increase 1% then the stock price of True will be increased 1.55%. This result of estimation is not confirmed to be corrected or in corrected by simple regression method because this method was suffered from the problem of time series analysis such as stationary, non-stationary and long-memory or short-memory. Therefore, the maximum entropy bootstrap for time series method was conducted to estimate this model again (see more detail table 1c). ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Data description
Based on maximum entropy bootstrap approach has already confirmed that the set index of Thailand's stock market increase 1% then the stock price of True will be increased around 1.55% (see Table 1c ). 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: computed.
The results of estimation for Total Access Communication Public Company Limited (DTAC).
From the table (1d) shown that the set index of Thailand increase 1% then the stock price of DTAC will be increased 0.78%. This result of estimation is not confirmed to be corrected or in corrected by simple regression method because this method was suffered from the problem of time series analysis such as stationary, non-stationary and long-memory or short-memory. Therefore, the maximum entropy bootstrap for time series method was conducted to estimate this model again (see more detail table 1f). ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- From: computed Based on maximum entropy bootstrap approach has already confirmed that the set index of Thailand increase 1% then the stock price of DTAC will be increased around 0.78% (see table 1f). ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ From: computed
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The results of estimation for Advanced Info Service Public Company Limited (AIS).
From the table (1g) shown that the set index of Thailand increase 1% then the stock price of AIS will be increased 0.38%. This result of estimation is not confirmed to be corrected or in corrected by simple regression method because this method was suffered from the problem of time series analysis such as stationary, non-stationary and long-memory or short-memory. Therefore, the maximum entropy bootstrap for time series method was conducted to estimate this model again (see more detail table 1h). Table 1g present the results of estimation for Advanced Info Service Public Company Limited (AIS) based on simple regression estimation. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Based on maximum entropy bootstrap approach has already confirmed that the set index of Thailand increase 1% then the stock price of AIS will be increased around 0.38% (see table 1h). --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- From: computed
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Conclusions
Maximum Entropy Bootstrap has no stationary test procedures consistent an algorithm that creates all together for time series implication. This does not affect the following analysis in current market performance over selected years. Market returns have been in good representation for the market performance. The Daily return method of solution presents it vividly. The Case of SET adopted Maximum Entropy Bootstrap techniques in modeling financial time series. Because Maximum Entropy Bootstrap starts off with a model, it is a much more theoretically determined process. Alternative theories can be compared by specify the models. These models are then compared in their ability to account for the data that has been tested. The report of a Maximum Entropy Bootstrap typically serves to create certainty for academic excellent new today. But the actual occurrence of a Maximum Entropy Bootstrap can have a very powerful worldview-changing effect on the econometric development.
